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A one-dimensional charge-density wave (CDW) instability is shown to be responsible for the formation
of the incommensurate modulation of the atomic lattice in the high-pressure phase of sulfur. The
coexistence of, and competition between, the CDW and the superconducting state leads to the previously
observed increase of Tc up to 17 K, which we attribute to the suppression of the CDW instability, the same
phenomenology found in doped layered dichalcogenides.
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Various examples of the appearance of the charge-
density wave (CDW) state, and its coexistence with the
superconducting ground state, are known from experimen-
tal and theoretical studies of compounds, such as
transition-metal chalcogenides, blue bronzes, charge-
transfer salts, and other complex materials [1–3]. Despite
the fact that the conceptual possibility of CDW states was
suggested many years ago for simple metals [4], uranium
has long remained a unique example among the elements
forming a CDW [5,6]. However, the application of pressure
offers an opportunity to observe a CDW in other elements,
as it can tune the relevant parameters, such as electronic
density and electron-phonon coupling constants. Recent
advances in high-pressure x-ray diffraction techniques
have led to the discovery of complex incommensurate
crystal structures in the compressed states of elements
[7], and these present an unexplored area for searching
for a CDW state.

The group VI element sulfur exhibits an incommensur-
ately modulated phase (S-IV) in its metallic state at 300 K
and pressures between 83 and 153 GPa [8,9], where atoms
are displaced from their ideal positions according to a
modulation wave [Fig. 1(a)]. The modulated structure
can be described as a distortion of a primitive rhombohe-
dral structure of the �-Po type [Fig. 1(b)], which is found
in sulfur at pressures above 153 GPa (phase S-V) at 300 K
[8,10]. The transition between the modulated and �-Po
phases at 300 K, and the existence of superconductivity at
temperatures below 20 K in both phases [11,12], raise the
question of whether the occurrence of the incommensurate
modulation in sulfur is due to a CDW instability and how
this correlates with the superconducting state at low tem-
peratures. If the CDW nature of the modulation is con-
firmed, sulfur would represent a unique example of an

elemental metal undergoing a CDW transition within a
superconducting state, and would join a large group of
complex materials showing an enhancement of Tc upon
pressure-induced suppression of a CDW [3].

Evidence for a CDW transition would include the ap-
pearance of a new periodic modulation, the occurrence, in
the undistorted phase, of a soft phonon mode with fre-
quency vanishing at the transition, and the presence of a

FIG. 1 (color online). Crystal structure of the high-pressure
phases of sulfur, (a) S-IV (commensurate approximant is shown)
and (b) S-V. Solid lines show the atomic displacement modula-
tion wave with a wave vector of length 1:35 �A�1 along the [010]
direction (in the bcm setting), which corresponds to a commen-
surate structure with q � 3

4�
2�
b , used in the calculations. The

faces of the primitive rhombohedral �-Po and bcm unit cells are
outlined in gray on the left (yellow online) and on the right (red
online), respectively, in (b). Crystallographic axes are given for
the bcm cell. Interatomic distances up to 2.5 Å are shown.
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pronounced ‘‘nesting’’ between parallel regions of the
Fermi surface, indicating the electronic character of the
transition. Here, using x-ray diffraction, we have measured
the amplitude of the atomic displacements in the modu-
lated phase of sulfur at low temperatures close to the
superconducting transition. This experimental study is
complemented by first-principles calculations of phonon
modes, Fermi surfaces, and nesting factors, which show the
CDW nature of the transition and provide insight into the
correlation between the CDW and superconductivity.

First-principle calculations were performed within
density-functional perturbation theory [13] with the
QUANTUM-ESPRESSO code [14], using the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof [15] generalized gradient approximation for the
exchange correlation term. An ultrasoft pseudopotential
with an energy cutoff of 35 Ry was used. A uniform 16�
16� 16 k-points grid was used to converge phonon fre-
quencies, while a 35� 35� 35 grid was used for the
calculation of the electron-phonon line width. For the
x-ray diffraction measurements, sulfur of 99.9995% purity
was loaded together with helium as a pressure transmitting
medium into the sample chamber of a rhenium gasket in a
membrane driven diamond anvil cell. Powder diffraction
data were collected on station ID09a at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, using
an incident x-ray wavelength of 0.4142 Å and an image-
plate detector. An online cryostat, cooled by liquid He, was
used to achieve sample temperatures down to 15 K. To
determine the pressure, we used in situ fluorescence mea-
surements of SrB4O7:Sm2� with the calibration from
Ref. [16]. The temperatures were measured to within
�5 K by two Si diodes placed next to the sample chamber
and on the body of the cell. Rietveld refinement of the
integrated diffraction profiles was performed using the
JANA2000 software package [17].

Phonon dispersion curves calculated for the �-Po phase
of sulfur show a considerable softening of one of the
transverse acoustic branches [Fig. 2(a)] along the direction
of the distortion in the modulated body-centered mono-
clinic (bcm) phase ([010]). Calculation of the phonon
dispersion along a number of high-symmetry lines in the
Brillouin zone of the �-Po structure (Fig. S1 in Ref. [18])
shows that the instability is present only along [010]. The
softening becomes less pronounced with pressure and van-
ishes at 135 GPa with an incommensurate wave vector of
length of 1:38 �A�1 (Ref. [19]), close to the experimentally
obtained value of 1:365�1� �A�1 measured at 126 GPa. The
electronic Fermi surface (FS) of the unmodulated bcm
phase appears to have extended portions connected by
the modulation wave vector [Fig. 3(a)] (see also Fig. S2
in Ref. [18]). This, together with the observation of the
phonon softening at the modulation wave vector, indicates
a CDW origin of the structural modulation [2]. A quanti-
tative assessment of the total extension of the ‘‘nested’’
portions in 3 dimensions (3D) can be obtained by calculat-

ing the generalized electronic susceptibility [20]. This has
a maximum at the soft mode wave vector [Fig. 3(b)],
showing the fundamental role played by FS nesting in
the appearance of the CDW.

In order to describe the modulated bcm phase within the
periodic-boundary constraint, we constructed a supercell
by replicating the 2-atom bcm cell 4 times in the [010]
direction, which corresponds to a commensurate modula-
tion with a wave vector q � 1:35 �A�1 at 100 GPa. Full
relaxation of the atomic positions and lattice parameters of
this cell leads to the modulated structure shown in
Fig. 1(a). The stabilized modulation wave corresponds to
an optical phonon where the atoms at the corners and the
centers of the monoclinic cell are out of phase. The relaxed
structural parameters are consistent with those measured
for the S-IV modulated bcm phase (Table S1 in Ref. [18]).
Using this commensurate approximant, we calculated the
electronic band structure of the modulated bcm structure
[Fig. 3(d)], comparing it with that of the unmodulated
structure (Fig. S3 in Ref. [18]). The opening of an energy
gap along the �Z direction ([010]) [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]
results in a lowering of the electronic density of states at
the Fermi level which stabilizes the 1D CDW state. The

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Phonon dispersion curves for the
�-Po phase at different pressures [medium gray (green online):
160 GPa; dark gray (blue online): 140 GPa; light gray (red
online): 130 GPa; black: 100 GPa]. The phonons are calculated
along the direction parallel to the [010] direction of the bcm cell.
Dashed lines represent the phonon dispersions calculated for the
unmodulated bcm structure with the experimental lattice pa-
rameters measured at 102 GPa. The arrow shows the value of
the modulation vector q, measured at the same pressure. The
inset shows the location of the soft mode minimum with pressure
in cm�1 (calculated for the �-Po phase). (b) Electron-phonon
line width along the same [010] direction, for the �-Po phase at
140 GPa.
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band structure in the other two perpendicular directions
remains metallic and contributes to the residual finite
density of states at the Fermi energy (Fig. S4 in Ref. [18]).

Using x-ray diffraction, we observed sharp modulation
reflections in S-IV, characteristic of a long-range ordered
CDW, and traced their position and intensity as a function
of pressure and temperature. From Rietveld refinement of
diffraction patterns (Fig. S5 in Ref. [18]) at each P-T point
we determined the atomic displacements in S-IV and S-V
in the pressure range from 100 to 165 GPa and temperature
range from 300 down to 15 K. Within the studied range, the
maximum displacement of atoms from their ideal positions
of 0.22 Å is found at 100 GPa and 300 K (Fig. 4). This did
not change on lowering the temperature down to 15 K at
100 GPa, just a few degrees above the reported Tc [11].
Pressure, however, had a dramatic effect on the amplitude
of atomic displacement, which decreased significantly with
pressure increase (Fig. 4). The modulation reflections dis-
appear at 140(5) GPa and the structure becomes �-Po at
153(5) GPa [8], signalling the suppression of the CDW.

The pressure dependence of the structural distortion due
to the CDW is accompanied by noticeable changes in the
behavior of Tc (Fig. 4). Sulfur, a superconductor at pres-
sures above 93 GPa [11], shows a gradual increase of Tc
from 10 K to about 14 K on pressure increase within the S-
IV phase. The suppression of the CDW at around 150 GPa,
as determined from x-ray diffraction, coincides with the
observed jump in Tc from 14 to 17 K measured at 155 GPa,
the slight difference in pressure possibly arising from the
quasihydrostatic (present work) versus nonhydrostatic
[11,12] conditions in the experiments. Thus, the present

results connect the pressure-induced enhancement of Tc
with the suppression of the CDW.

To emphasize the role of the soft mode in the competi-
tion between the CDW and superconductivity, we calcu-
lated the mode-resolved contribution ���q� to the electron-
phonon line width [21]. The electron-phonon coupling is

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Fermi sur-
face cross section (solid lines) calculated
for the unmodulated (2-atom) bcm cell at
100 GPa along the CYF plane [dashed
plane in (c)]. The Brillouin zone bound-
ary is represented by dotted lines, where
the C0Y vector is 4 times longer than the
CY vector in (c). The arrow indicates the
nesting in the �Z ([010]) direction.
(b) Generalized susceptibility calculated
as a function of q along the [010] direc-
tion of the bcm cell (calculated for the
unmodulated bcm cell). (c) Brillouin
zone for the commensurate approximant
containing four bcm cells stacked along
[010] (as in Fig. 1). Symmetry points are
indicated. (d) Electronic band structure
of the modulated bcm structure, calcu-
lated for the commensurate approximant,
following the path indicated by the light
gray (red online) lines in (c). The shaded
area highlights a gap that opens in the �Z
direction due to the modulation.

FIG. 4 (color online). Observed maximum atomic displace-
ment in S-IV and S-V as a function of pressure and temperature,
shown as open diamond symbols. Lines show different projec-
tions of the data. The temperature of the superconducting tran-
sition Tc from Ref. [12] is shown by light gray (yellow online)
triangles. The temperature is given on a logarithmic scale.
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responsible both for the phonon frequency shift which
leads to the CDW and for the superconducting transition
[22]. The behavior of ���q� relative to the soft mode, along
the direction of the instability, calculated for the �-Po
phase in the vicinity of the transition to the CDW state
(140 GPa), exhibits a clear peak at the incommensurate
wave vector [Fig. 2(b)], which establishes the electron-
phonon coupling as the main mechanism driving the pho-
non instability. The presence of a peak in the ���q� for the
undistorted phase indicates [23] a large contribution of the
soft mode to the Tc in the �-Po phase. The transition to the
CDW state removes this contribution and opens a gap in
the electronic spectrum at the incommensurate wave vec-
tor, hence reducing the value of Tc. This explains the
reported enhancement of Tc at the transition from the
CDW to the undistorted �-Po phase. This behavior is
similar to the pressure dependence of Tc observed in Nb
chalcogenides and to the doping induced superconductivity
reported recently in CuxTiSe2 [3,24].

The incommensurately modulated phases of heavier
group VI elements Se and Te [25], isostructural to S-IV,
as well as similar phases observed in iodine [26], bromine
[27], and phosphorus [28] possibly also exhibit a CDW
state. While S, Se, and Te show similar modulations, the
behavior of Tc in these elements is different. An explana-
tion for these differences has been proposed for the �-Po
phases of S and Se [29]; however, further studies are
required to investigate whether this can be extended to
the modulated phases.
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